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ABSTRACT 
An electroencephalogram (EEG) is a test that measures and records the 
electrical activity of brain. Special sensors (electrodes ) are attached to the head and 
hooked by wires to a computer. EEG measures voltage fluctuations resulting from 
ionic current flows within the neurons of the brain. With technology growing every 
day, and stereoscopic 3D televisions becoming commercially available, a question 
arises: what kind of effect do 3D movies have on the brain activity and brain signals? 
The objective of this project is to have an attempt at answering this question as very 
little research has been done in this field. An EEG study was conducted on 30 healthy 
participants while watching a series of clips in 2D, stereoscopic 3D using active 
glasses and stereoscopic 3D using passive glasses. Their brain activity was recorded, 
and analyzed by writing a code in MATLAB to compare between the brain signals in 
terms of power, coherence and phase. We focused on the activity in theta and beta 
frequency bands. This paper shows that the results revealed a decrease in 
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1.1 Background of the study 
EEG, short for Electroencephalogram, is a medical test that measures the brain 
activity and records it while the subject is performing certain behaviour of concern. 
Hans Berger, a neuro-psychiatrist, introduced the EEG machine in 1929. He was the 
one who formulated the idea that the brain activity in the form of signals depends on 
the function performed by the person, i.e. what the brain is doing. He described the 
graphical representation of the electrical signals that represent the brain state using the 
German term elektrenkephalogramm [tJ. Later on, this branch of science grabbed the 
attention of a wide range of scientists, doctors, and engineers. Nowadays, EEG has 
become a regular medical procedure to test for seizures, epilepsy, and other neural-
related problems where the brain signals recorded during the EEG test are analyzed 
and interpreted by using special softwares that can give an accurate description of the 
brain state and if there are any deficiencies present or not. 
Living in the 21st. Century, more tasks are created for the brain daily due to the 
great enhancement in technology. Watching stereoscopic 3D (three-dimensional) 
movies is one of these new tasks that did not exist before. It all started in 1894, 
when British film pioneer William Friese Greene filed a patent application for a mean 
to watch 3D using a stereoscope that merges two images coming from two adjacent 
screens. [21 A stereoscope is a device that creates the illusion of depth giving the 3D 
effect out of two 2-dimensional images. This is done by having each eye see only one 
of the two images and the brain processes this giving 3D effect. The film industry has 
vastly grown over the past few years as creators have been trying to provide a better 
experience while watching movies. 
In this year, 2011, more than fifty stereoscopic 3D movies have been 
announced for release £31, thus the need to study the effect of 3D on brain activity rises. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
EEG tests can be performed to explore the brain activity that corresponds to a 
specific function carried out by the brain. As mentioned earlier, watching movies in 
3D is becoming more and more popular and available. As 3D technologies is 
relatively recent, almost none or very little research has been conducted on the brain 
activity while watching stereoscopic 3D movies and comparing it to its counterpart 
while watching a normal 2D movies. And here comes the significance of this project 
as many questions are asked about how stereoscopic 3D affects the brain: does it 
require more concentration than that required in 2D? Could it have negative effects on 
the brain on the long run? These questions can only be answered by extensive 
research. 
1.3 Objectives & Scope of study 
This project is concerned with doing a research on a group of participants to 
study the effects of3D movies on their brain signals using EEG. 
The main objectives of this project are to: 
1- Analysis of the collected data to compare between 2D and stereoscopic 3D using 
active glasses. 
2- Analysis of the collected data to compare between 2D and stereoscopic 3D using 
passive glasses. 
3- Comparing between the results obtained in 3D active and 3D passive to see the 
difference between the effects of both on the brain. 
1.4 The Relevancy of the project 
It is believed that this project is directly related to engineering as it is 
concerned with a field of engineering known as Biomedical engineering. Biomedical 
engineering is a field of engineering that combines biology to study diseases and other 
biology-related issues from the engineering point of view. This branch of science is 
based on analysing experimental data that is collected in order to understand living 
systems and to develop devices, methods and algorithms that advance biological 
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knowledge and can be extended further to help solve medical issues 141 .Here we are 
using EEG experiments to see how the brain will behave in response to 3D movies. 
Also, Brain activity is in the form of voltage pulses (signals), which is related to basic 
engineering concepts. 
1.5 Project Feasibility 
This project was trusted to be feasible as the equipment needed is available in 
the university laboratory. In addition, it is feasible with relevance to time as it is 
carried out on two semesters. This is further elaborated in the Methodology section, in 




2.1 The Human Brain 
The brain is the control centre of the human body. Any function that is done 
by any part of the body such as eating, moving, breathing and other biological 
functions, even thinking is done through the brain by transmitting and receiving a 
numerous number of signals in the form of hormones, nerve pulses, and chemical 
messengers. [SJ The number of functions that can be executed by the human brain is 
countless; in fact they are in continuous increase. 
2.1.1 Brain structure 
Parietal lobe 
f1 on tal lobe 
Temporal lobe 
Figure 2.1: The hwnan brain 
The limbic system is a word used to describe a group of connected cortical 
structures that are involved in executing any sort of function done by the human. 
Figure 2.1 gives a summary of the human limbic system which is divided into [61: 
1- Frontal Lobe: this part of the brain is responsible for cognitive functions 
such as learning, creativity, responses, reasoning, emotions and problem 
solving. 
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2- The Temporal Lobe: It is divided into right and left side; the right side 
controls storing and retrieving memory, emotions, hearing, while the left 
side is responsible for language. 
3- The Parietal Lobe: It is related with bodily functions that are related to 
senses such as temperature, taste in addition to calculating location and 
speed of objects. 
4- The Occipital Lobe: The visual information is transferred from the eyes to 
the occipital lobe via the optical nerve where it is processed or transferred to 
other parts for storage or identification. 
More interpretation of these parts is provided later in section 2.4 with 
relevancy to the project in hand. 
2.1.2 Brain Signals 
The neurons, or nerve cells, in the brain are constantly producing tiny 
electrical signals. These neurons are made up of three main components: cell body, 
dendrites (receivers) and axons (transmitter). A -70mV resting potential exists across 
the cell membrane. On the cell membrane there are ionic channels that are permeable 
to sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+) ions. These ions can polarize the membrane and 
fire an action potential that travels along the axon towards other neurons. The nerve 
impulse travels between axon and dendrite. Thus, processes in other cells are affected. 
Information is transmitted by nerve cells in the form of electric signals in the 
body. Diffusion of ions as calcium, sodium, and potassium ions across the cell 
membranes create these electric pulses. When a person is doing any function, the 
concerned part of the brain is triggered. The electroencephalogram is a reflection of 
the current flow associated with the summed activity of many neurons. [?J 
In 1924, Hans Berger the German neuro-psychiatrist was credited with 
recording the first human EEG. He formed electrodes out of metal strips and attached 
them to the scalp of his subjects. He used a sensitive galvanometer as the recording 
instrument. He noticed that the waves are in the range of(S0-100) pV, and they follow 
certain periodicities, i.e. they are not random, but follow patterns and repetitions. [SJ 
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Later in 1934 Adrian and Matthews published a paper verifying concept of 
"human brain waves" and specifically defined a group of waves that followed a 
certain pattern and named them "alpha rhythm". These waves range from 10 to 12Hz 
[?J. The behaviour, of electrical activity recorded from the brain can be classified 
according to amplitude and frequency of the brain wave. [91 
Band Voltage Range Frequency Comments 
Delta (li) 2-100 J.!V 0.5-4 Hz dominant during deep sleep 
Theta (9) 80 J.!V 4-8Hz Dominant during drowsiness, 
meditation, and pre-sleeping. 
Alpha (a) 50 J.!V 8-13Hz Dominant when person IS awake, 
relaxed, closed eyes. 
Beta(p) 20 J.!V 13-3-Hz Dominant when activity is being 
carried out. 
Table 2.1: a surmnary ofEEG bands 
2.2 EEG machine 
An EEG machine set is used to collect data and store it for future display. The 
main components of the system are: electrodes, connecting wires, amplifiers, a 
computer for control, display and processing of the EEG data [!J. The number of 
channels that pick up the EEG signal is defined by the number of electrodes in the 
head cap in machine set used. The EEG uses amplifiers to upscale the weak signals 
from the brain into a readable signal for the output device. [lJ After the experiment is 
conducted, and data is recorded, it is processed by using computer softwares to be 
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or 
impedance meter 
Figure 2.2: example ofEEG machine set 
Brain activity can be changed by medications or exposure to certain drugs. It 
has been proved that the brain activity of most of the patients with psychological 
problems and taking drugs will be affected. There are also a lot of substances that 
have an effect on the speed by which neurotransmitters fire as caffeine, heroin, and 
other antidepressants, and sedatives. In addition, personal habits like lack of regular 
sleeping habits, stress, body hormones can affect brainwave activity vastly. In 
addition, stress, religious devotion, and even cultural background have all shown to 
have some level of influence on how the brain functions. [IOJ 
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2.3 3D Technology 
There are two aspects when talking about 3D; the first one is the device 
showing 3D (TVs, PCs, etc.) and the viewer. High-definition cameras are used to 
capture two different images instantaneously, the first camera focus on the left angle 
of an image and the second one focus on the right angle of the image. Next step is the 
image processing of both of the captured images, the processing makes the focus and 
depth of the two images compatible, and then they are converted into one 3D image 
via a processor. 
Now coming to how the viewer can interpret the third dimension, this can be 
achieved by three methods: 
1- Passive Glasses/ Anaglyph glasses: They use two different colours for each 
lens, one blue the other is red. There will be two images on the screen with a 
slight offset, one looking more "bluish" and the other more "reddish". The red 
lens filters the "more reddish" image out leaving the eye behind it seeing only 
the blue image and similarly the eye behind the blue lens sees only the red 
image. This makes the brain feel that it is seeing the normal 3D object, and 
gives the 3D effect. See figure below. 
2- Active Glasses/ liquid-crystal glasses: These require synchronization with the 
TV, where the left eye will see the left eye image and the right eye will see the 
right eye image which are alternating at a very high speed giving 3D illusion. 
3- No glasses/ auto stereoscopic: this requires integrating the lenses onto the 
screen, like in Nintendo games. 
Compared to existing (2D) TV services, stereoscopic 3D-TV stresses much 
more the visual perception of human viewers. Indeed, technological choices made to 
deploy 3D-TV are leading to some challenging consequences that the human visual 
system (HVS) has to deal with. (Jl 
Figure 2.4 Active Glasses 
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2.4 Previous Research 
It has been shown that some films can exert a control over brain activity and 
eye movements in a way that cannot be ignored. However, this cannot be generalized 
to cover all different types of movies and films, as there are many factors that affect 
the level of control over viewers' brain activity. An example of these factors is: movie 
content, editing, and directing style. fill 
We are mainly interested in the behaviour of visual attention, working 
memory and concentration while watching stereoscopic 3D movies. 
A paper showed that more eye movements are involved when a person is 
watching a 3D movie. flZJ There are two types of eye movement: 
fixation: eye is looking at a single location of the scene.( Occipital lobe is 
involved: information is gained) 
Saccades: eye is moving from one location to another. (Frontal Eye Field 
located in frontal lobe is involved). 
The understanding of this shows that the increase in eye movements is because 
the person is trying to capture a lot of details in case of 3D compared to that in 2D or 
in other words, the eye movements are directed towards a wider array of objects in 
3D movie than in a 2D movie. If a person is entirely looking at the actor in 2D, the 
same scene in 3D would include far more interesting details in 3D. The viewers' eye 
movements show them exploring these details. 
This fact is supported by another research which pointed out that many non-garners 
lose focus while playing 3D video games , they are more distracted or they don't 
pick up an important item because they don't notice it. [!31 This implies the 
hypothesis that concentration decreases in stereoscopic 3D. 
Attention Researchers have described two different ways in which our brains 
attend to items surrounding viewers [141: 
Bottom-up processing: this is like a reflex action where one attends to the 
items whether we want to or not. In other words, the attention is driven by a 
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certain stimulus. Example for that is a weird irregular shape, where one is 
forced to attend to it. Parietal and Temporal cortices are involved. [151 
This type of attention involves top-down processing: This is mostly powered 
by frontal cortex. [ISJ The viewer has the option to select what they want to 
look at, or in other words, the viewer attends to the object because they want 
to. 
It has been shown that both bottom-up and top-down visual attention patterns exist 
within 3D video games. [141 Moreover, having previously discussed that there are far 
more eye movements in 3D clips compared to their counterpart in 2D, it is illogical 
to say that observations about visual attention made from the presentation of 2D 
stimuli can be automatically generalized to 3DP1 
Another point to consider is the working memory at which the information 
that a person attends to is briefly stored for decision making and procession. The 
working memory gives a definition of the degree of strength of the information 
competing to access the memory. The parts of brain involved in working memory 
are related to the type of information of interest, for example, tasks related to verbal 
working memory activate the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) and language 
areas in the temporal and inferior parietal cortex on the left side, while tasks related 
to visual working memory activate the dorsolateral PFC, inferior parietal cortex on 
the right side, and high-order visual areas in the occipital cortex. [161Integrating this 
with the fact that there is more visual attention in 3D makes us expect more activity 
in the prefrontal cortex as well as the occipital cortex, even more than the activity 
present in case of2D. 
It was found that there will be an increase in theta activity with task difficulty, 
which consequently suggests that this signal might be related to the mental load 
allocated to task performance. However, alpha activity was found to decrease with 
increased mental load. ['71 
Keeping in mind that theta waves are associated with pre-sleeping, learning, or 
highly creative states, or in other words it is related to states of minimal 
concentration, means that theta increases when concentration decreases. Considering 
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Beta waves, they are associated with high level of concentration, thinking, learning, 
in other words, beta increases when a mental task is being carried out. [I&Jsince 
concentration is expected to decrease in 3D, beta activity is expected to decrease. 
Thus, to summarize our hypothesis: 
1- Concentration is less in 3D therefore theta waves will be more in 3D 
thanin2D. 
2- Beta waves are expected to be higher in 2D than in 2D. 
3- More activity is expected in the prefrontal cortex as well as the occipital 
cortex in case of 3D. 
It is worth mentioning that a study showed that people are pay more attention 
by 12% when watching Blu-ray 3D compared to a regular Blu-ray disc and 29 per 
cent more attentive when that same 3D experience is up against a plain old DVD. [l9l 
This study was assigned by the BDA (Blu-ray disk Association), which indicates 
that the association is hoping for a result that shows that 3D is better than 2D and 
that Blu-ray is better than DVD. [I9J However, the fact that they used 24 participants 
only does not really assert that. 
More research needs to be done in these fields to provide a solid ground that 
can be used to answer the question of whether 3D has negative effects on brain 
activity or not. This project is concerned with that, where experiments will be 
conducted using a template described in a research paper testing brain activity 





As elaborated earlier, in this project, we will be conducting experiments to 
study how the brain behaves while watching 3D movies and compare it to 2D movies. 
The project lifecycle is represented in the following simple flowchart: 
Literature Experiment Recruiting Data Data 
Review Design Participants Gathering Analysis 
Figure 3.1: Methodology Flowchart 
3.1.1 Data Gathering 
1- Participants were recruited and those who do not match specific criteria 
according to the questionnaire attached in the Appendix I were filtered out. 
People who wear braces, take medications, or have any health problems 
were excluded as according to literature these things have an effect on the 
brain activity. People with skin allergies were excluded as we used using a 
certain type of gel that enhances the skin conductivity which could cause 
allergy. Healthy participants were included. 
2- After recruitment, we proceeded with the experiments; we had two groups 
of 15 participants each. Group A watched the clips in the following 
sequence: 2D, 3D using active glasses, and then 3D using passive glasses. 
The other group (group B) watched 2D, 3D using passive glasses and 
finally 3D using active glasses. The purpose for that was to see whether 
there will be any difference in the results between the 2 groups. The 
duration for each type of viewing was 20 minutes, giving a total of 60 
minutes, or one hour, which is approximately as long as a regular movie. 
The sequence of the experiment conducted is as follows 
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I. Setting up the experiment, applying the cap to the participant, as 
well as the electrodes and all sensors required. Participant is asked 
to sign a consent form that has the detailed experiment procedures 
in it as in appendix IV. 
2. Eyes-closed Test. (for 5 minutes: the participant is asked to sit 
straight, not move, try to remain as stationary as possible, and 
close their eyes. The purpose of this is to see how the brain signals 
of a certain participant look like when he/she is totally relaxed). 
3. Eyes-open Test. (for 5 minutes: same conditions like eyes-closed 
test with the exception that the participants are asked to open their 
eyes and concentrate on a simple stimulus: a black circle on a 
white board. This is to see how the brain looks like in a normal 
eye-open condition.) 
4. 2D clips. (20 minutes) 
5. Break. (5-10 minutes: for the participant to relax, get comfortable 
also fill up some forms as in Appendix). 
6. Eyes-open test again. (5 minutes, this helps to muu.mtZe the 
learning and memory effect). 
7. 3D (20 minutes: First type of glasses). 
8. Break. (5-10 minutes). 
9. Eyes-open test again. (5 minutes) 
10. 3D (20 minutes: second type of glasses). 
I Figure 3.2: Data acquisition flowchart 
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A set of instructions were given to the participants in a briefing held by 
the research group as follows: 
1) Participants were advised to have dry, freshly washed hair on the day of 
experiment. It is recommended to use only basic shampoo while washing 
the hair no conditioners, rinses, mousses, oils, hair sprays or any styling 
products applied on it. 
2) Participants were asked not to put on any makeup and to keep their body 
free from any oils, lotions, and moisturizers. 
3) Participants were advised to eat as normal, but avoid caffeine products, 
such as coffee, tea, soda pop and chocolate. 
4) Participants were asked not to wear any earrings, hair ties or clips. 
After data gathering, data processing and analysis stage was proceeded 
with in order to decide on an approach to achieve the mentioned objectives. 
14 





3.1.2 Data Analysis 
The Data Analysis stage was divided into two sub-stages: 
3 .1.2.1 Pre-Processing/ Data Cleaning: 
In this stage, the data obtained from the experiments is cleaned using 
Neuroguide software. Data cleaning means removing the "undesired" signals 
to obtain data that is noise-free. In brain signals, noise is defined to be signals 
that result from the body performing other functions that are not desired or are 
not of the study concern like eye-blinking, eye-rolling, clenched teeth, or any 
other abnormal muscle . . . etc. Another reason could be the electrode 
impedance during EEG recording, which can be affected by skin conditions 
like sweat or skin thickness. Also, another source of artefacts is the main 
power supply when electrodes can pick up 50 Hz signals from the power 
supply. 
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Figure 3.5: Eye-rolling artifact. 
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II I 
Data cleaning is done by scrolling through the recorded data of each 
participant and selecting parts that are free from artefacts and drowsiness. 1 
minute of clean EEG data was selected in each of the 6 sessions in each type 
of viewing. 
The brain activity, in the form of signals, is categorized according to 
their frequencies into the known EEG bands. Then, some terms are defmed in 
order to be able to describe the signals (activity) of the brain. 
1. Absolute Power: is measured as P=V2/R, where Vis the absolute voltage 
measured at the electrode. 
2. Coherence: It reflects the amount of shared information (connectivity) 
between brain regions (any 2 electrodes). The brain regions could be 
Hyper or Hypo active. 
2 L; ( (x;- x)(y; - y)r) 
C 0 hxy = I R xy (f) I = L ( ) L ( ) I Xj - X I Yi - y 
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3. Phase: It defines the speed of information sharing between regions (any 2 
electrodes). Phase Lag means slow speed (compared to normal people) 
and is assigned a red colour on the brain topo map. Phase lead means high 
speed and is assigned blue colour on the brain topo map. 
AH these terms are defmed relative to a normative data base (comparing the 
participant with the scale of normal people to know how normal a person is) giving 
z-scores that quantify how many standard deviations the measurement is far from 
the mean. For example, Coherence compares the actual signal between 2 electrodes 
with the original signal from the data base (how the signal should normally look 
like) with respect to wavelength and whether they are in phase or not. The z-score 
is then assigned a colour as shown in figure 4.3. Phase compares the signal with its 
counterpart in the normative data base from the point of view of how shifted they 
are from each other (lagging or leading). 
measurement - mean 
Z - score = d d d . . stan ar evtatlon 
\ 
t"(' I f •f 
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Figure 3.7: Normal Distribution curve. 
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Z-score ranges: 
• +/- 1 sigma: 
-Includes middle 68% of population 
-From 16% to 84% points 
• +/- 2 sigma: 
- Includes middle 95% of population 
- From 2% to 98% points 
• +/- 3 sigma: 
-Includes middle 99.8% of population 
-From .1% to 99.9% points 
• +/- 4 sigma: 
- Very Abnormal 
The Neuroguide software uses a normative data base that is based on 600++ 
normal people, with ages ranging from 2-82 and was approved by Food and Drug 
Administration in United States of America A report is produced for each 
participant that contains the z-scores numbers and topo maps of the participant in 
different EEG frequency bands. 
I 
-1SD ' Z = O 
Z SCORES· STANDARD DEVIATIONS FROM THE NORM 
Figure 3.8: colors assigned to z-score values in Neuroguide 
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3 .1.2 .2 Analyzing the data: 
Having cleaned the data, there are 6 minutes of clean EEG that was 
recorded while the participant was watching 2D clips, 6 minutes of clean EEG 
that was recorded while the participant was watching 3D clips using active 
glasses, and 6 minutes of clean EEG that was recorded while the participant 
was watching 3D clips using passive glasses. The analysis will be done as 
follows in 4 steps: 
1. Using The Neuroguide Report-generating tool, reports were generated for 
each session (minute). 
2. The z-scores of the 6 sessions in each type of viewing were averaged to get 
one session, so now we have 3 sessions for each participant. Participants 
are divided into 2 groups of 15 as mentioned earlier. Group A watched in 
the sequence: 2D-3D Active- 3D Passive and Group B: 2d- 3D Passive-
3D Active. One participant's data was ignored from group A because the 
data was very corrupt as there was an amplifier problem. 
Because our analysis is concerned with seeing the difference between 2D 
and 3D, Neuroguide reports only provide z-scores for each session type, so 
it does not match with our requirements. 
3. Due to the Neuroguide reports' limitations, we had to write some functions 
in MA TLAB, according to the tables below. As per the attached appendix 
IV, the values of Absolute power, Coherence & Phase lag of 2D are 
compared to those of 3D active and 3D passive to determine which has 
more power, which is more hyperactive, and which requires faster 
information sharing. A threshold of 0.3 in coherence and 0.7 in phase was 
put based on trial and error, because we wanted to focus on the values that 














• If + then 3D>2D, 3D is on the RHS of the 
normal curve. 
• If - then 3D<2D, 3D is on the RHS of the 
normal curve. 
• Always +, 3D>2D, 3D is on the RHS of the 
normal curve. 
• Always -, 3D<2D, 2D is on the RHS of the 
normal curve. 
• If+ then 3D>2D, 3D is on the LHS of the 
normal curve. 
• If - then 3D<2D, 3D is on the LHS of the 
normal curve. 





• If+ then 3D more hyper active than 2D 
• If- then 2D is more hyper active than 3D 
• 3D more hyperactive 
• 2D more hyperactive 
• Both 3D & 2D are hypo active, we are not 
interested in this case. 







>0.7 3D-2D • If+ then information sharing in 2D is faster . 
• If- then 3D is faster • 
>-0.7 2D • 3D is faster 
<-0.7 -3D • 2D is faster 
<-0.7 3D-2D • If+ then Information sharing is faster in 2D 
• If- then Information sharing is faster in 3D 
else 0 • Not interested 
Table 3.3: Phase Function Table 
After obtaining the values for each participant in the 2 groups, the output 
functions of absolute power, coherence and phase were plotted to see the results as 
shown in chapter 4. 
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3.2 Gantt Charts 














Figure 3.9: Gantt chart for FYP I 
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3.3 Equipment & Tools 
Equipment needed is available in the university Laboratory. We are using the 
following: 
1- 10-20 EEG system: where the metal electrodes are attached on the scalp in 
specified positions. This is done by taking measurements between certain fixed 
points on the head. The electrodes are then placed at points that are I 0% and 20% 
of these distances as shown in figure below. The electrodes are named using a 
combination of a letter and a number; the letter corresponds to the area of brain 
where the electrode is placed (F: Frontal lobe, T: Temporal lobe, 0: Occipital 
lobe, P: Parietal lobe) and the number corresponds to the side of the brain where 
the electrode is put (even number: right side, odd numbers: the left side). This 
system was called the "I 0" and "20" as the distances between adjacent electrodes 
are either IO% or 20% of the total front-back or right-left distance of the skull. 
Figure 3.11: 10-20 EEG system 
2- Laptops to record the signals during the session. 
3- 2 30 TVs & PS3. 










RESULT & DISCUSSION 
As mentioned in chapter 3 section 3.1.2.2, after obtaining the values for each 
participant in the 2 groups for the output functions of absolute power, coherence and 
phase, they were plotted. An example for one of the participant in group A is as 
follows: the figures can be interpreted using the tables in section 3 .1.2.2. 
Figures 4.1 & 4.2 show difference between 20 and 3D Active. Positive values 
indicate that 3D>2D while negative values show that 2D is greater. 
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Figure 4.4: Phase difference between 2D & 3D Active in Alpha frequency band 
Figure 4.5: Phase difference map 
between 2D & 3D Active in 
Alpha frequency band. 
Blue lines show values where 
information sharing in 3D is faster 
between electrodes while red lines 












Next step in interpreting the results was to focus on the electrodes that are 
associated in viewing, memory and concentration which are Occipital, Frontal & 
Parietal, as well as the basic frequency bands which are Delta, Theta, Alpha, and Beta. 
We wanted to know how many times it was repeated in the two groups that these 
electrodes in these frequency bands showed more power in 3D or in 2D. The outputs 
of the functions of absolute power, coherence and phase for each participant were 
imported into an excel sheet. The electrodes which are not of concern were removed. 
In absolute power we focused on Occipital electrodes (01, 02). In information 
sharing or Coherence we focused on the connectivity between Occipital-Frontal, 
Occipital-Parietal and Frontal-Parietal. The values of which 3D was greater were 
counted in each participant as well as 2D, and then the total number of participants 
was counted in each frequency band to see whether 2D or 3D was greater. See 








Absolute Power: groupA, 20 vs 3DA 
Delta Theta Alpha Beta 
Frequency Band 






Absolute Power: group B, 20 vs 3DP 
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Delta Theta Alpha Beta 
Frequency Band 
Figure 4.7: Absolute Power2D vs 3D Passive in 01,02 
From the graphs, we could see that for the first two sessions (2D vs 3DA in 
group A & 2D vs 3DP in group B) for absolute power: 
---_ ___.._. _______ ., ..... .- ·-.-~------·-----.-_.. _____ ,_____ .... __ ~- -----~ 
- e~ •- ~ 
Delta 2D 2D 
Theta 3D A 3DP 
Alpha 2D (I participant difference) same 
Beta 2D 2D 
Table 4.1: Absolute Power in Bands 
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For coherence: 
~~ -It' ---- .. _ . - ..:.,. ..... •. , . • . . ·-· -· - .... --=~ r-::-:J.: 
~----~-------- ·- -·- - --- . ..... 1-
f-o f-p p-o f-o f-p p-o 
Delta 3D A 3D A 3D A 3DP 3DP 3DP 
Theta 3D A 3D A 3D A 3DP same 3DP 
Alpha 2D 2D 3D A same 2D 2D 
Beta 2D 2D 3D A 2D same 2D 
Table 4.2: Coherence in Bands 
For phase: 
~· . .. . . ·-·,r=--·~-"':"'~-~t'-.::--···:.•. 
~~~,.......i;l._..,~-:---~-- ..._-- 2.~~~-;..u..--·· .;.,.:.. ___ ... ..~-. 
f-o f-p p-o f-o f-p p-o 
Delta 2D(one participant 
3D A 3D A 2D 2D 2D difference) 
Theta 3D A 3D A 3D A 2D 3DP 3DP 
Alpha 3D A 3D A 3D A same 2D 3DP 
Beta 2D 3D A 2D 3DP 2D 2D 
Table 4.3: Phase in Bands 
~ •'Tr:<--• ::--:,._;... ' ~ ~::--_:- ~ ~ •• :- -.,_ :::......:-: -' t ~-=·,J_,:-=-'~ ~~~ ~~  
::..::,._ ...... ~-~~~~~-~~.::::.--- - ~:. .... ·~-.-· !..J, •• -~~ -.__.\,.......,.---- --.. --:-~- l.,.i........_ 
Delta 3DP 3DP 3D A delta 3D A 3D A 3DP 
Theta 3D A 3DP 3DP theta 3D A 3DP 3DP 
Alpha 3D A 3DP 3D A alpha 3D A 3D A 3D A 
Beta 3D A 3D A 3D A beta 3DP 3DP 3D A 
Table 4.4: 3DA vs 3DP 
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Knowing that delta is related to deep sleep, we will ignore it for time being. 
However, looking at Theta we can see that more participants showed that power was 
greater in 3D than in 2D in both groups, integrating this with the fact that theta 
increases when concentration decreases, this shows that concentration was less in 3D. 
Looking at alpha, they are almost the same. 
Looking at beta, we can see that more participants showed that power was greater m 
3D than in 2D in both groups, and knowing that beta is related to learning and 
concentration, and since concentration is less in 3D, and since the participant was 
seeing the clips for the ftrst time in 2D, it shows that the first-exposure in 2D required 
more power to learn at the occipital electrodes. Beta being higher in power in 2D in 
Occipital regions could mean that the participant experiences more fixations than in 
3D. 
Considering Coherence, alpha being mostly higher in 2D could imply that the 
brain is more relaxed in 2D, this doesn't contradict with the increased focus, the brain 
is more relaxed because 2D is not something new to it. 
Theta band showed higher connection in 3D which again could mean that the 
concentration is less, that is why more electrodes are trying to communicate with each 
other to process the large scale of information. 3DP mostly showed higher connection 
than 3DA which might mean that concentration was less in 3DP than in 3DA. This 
agrees with the participants' feedback -to the questionnaire in Appendix II shown in 
table 4.11 and figure 4.15 below- that indicated that 25 participants out of29 said they 
prefer 3D passive to 3D active as the 3D effect is nicer in case of 3D passive, or in 
other words there are more details to process. 
Coherence in Beta again appeared to be mostly higher in 2D. Coherence in Beta and 
Alpha being higher in 2D except in Parietal-Occipital electrodes in group A, and 
having established the fact that tasks related to visual working memory activate the 
dorsolateral PFC, inferior parietal cortex on the right side, and high-order visual areas 
in the occipital cortex, could give an indication that 3D information has higher ability 
to compete and gain access into working memory. 
Moving to phase lag, again theta was mostly higher in 3D, which means slow 
rate of information sharing or could assert the less concentration and beta mostly 
higher in 2D. 
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Recalling that for group A, 3DA was the 2nd session, and for group B 3DA 
was the third session, and similarly for group B 3DP was the 2nd session while 3DA 
was the third session, we did a comparison to see if there will be any deviation in the 
results from the original (tables 4.5- 4.7). Similar tables were constructed for the 
passive sessions. Very little deviation was found which does not contradict with the 
conclusions mentioned previously. 
Absolute Power 
Delta 2D 2D 
Theta 3D A 2D 
Alpha 2D (1 participant difference) 2D 
Beta 2D 2D 
Table 4.5: Absolute power, 3DA 2nd session vs 3D A 3rd session 
Coherence: 
.i; 
- .. - . ;:,- - ... . --.. - . . - . 
~.~~,....:;._;;,_;'-""""~. 
f-o f-p p-o f-o f-p p-o 
Delta 3D A 3D A 2D 3D A 3D A 3D A 
Theta 3D A 3D A 3D A 3D A 2D 3D A 
Alpha 3D A 3D A 3D A 3D A 2D 2D 
Beta 2D 3D A 2D 2D 2D 3D A 
Table 4.6: Coherence, 3DA 2nd session vs 3DA 3rd session 
Phase: 
~- =--~. - -- "---- ·~, -: -- -·--:;"·~=·-,_>__:-~_:;:.;·;..- .·::.:,·- -· 
f-o f-p p-o f-o f-p p-o 
Delta 3D A 3D A 2D 2D 3D A 2D 
Theta 3D A 3D A 3D A 3D A 3D A 3D A 
Alpha 3D A 3D A 3D A 2D 2D 3D A 
Beta 2D 3D A 2D 2D 2D 2D 
Table 4.7: Phase, 3DA 2nd session vs 3DA 3rd session 
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It was previously mentioned that 30 P mostly showed higher connection than 
30A which might mean that concentration was less in 30P than in 30A. This agrees 
with the participants' feedback -to the questionnaire in Appendix II shown in table 4.8 
and figure 4.8 below- that indicated that 25 participants out of 29 said they prefer 30 
passive to 3D active as the 30 effect is nicer in case of 30 passive, or in other words 
there are more details to process. 
l1 I None Slight Moderate Severe 
5 14 8 2 
I 2 I None Slight Moderate Severe 
9 12 7 1 
13 I None Slight Moderate Severe 
7 9 10 3 
14a I None Slight Moderate Severe 
2 5 12 10 Table 4.8: Questionnaire (appendix II) results 
l4b I No Maybe Yes Definetly I 
0 6 6 16 
14c I Natural Buildings people other 
18 3 8 1 
l4d I No Maybe Yes Definetly I 
2 6 9 12 
14e I No Maybe Yes Definetly I 
3 7 8 11 
I 5 I Active Passive 
4 25 0 0 
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Figure 4.8: Questionnaire results 
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CHAPTERS 
Conclusion & Recommendations 
The main objective of this project is to study how the brain responds to 3D and 
answer some questions associated with this kind of task that is done by the brain. How 
is it different from watching a normal 2D movie? What parts of the brain are activated 
during this task? The importance of this research comes from the fact that very little 
research has been done in this area 
The data gathering phase is over, as well as data cleaning, and data analysis 
using MA TLAB and applying basic understanding of statistics using what has been 
learnt in the EEG training. All over we can conclude that concentration in 3D was less 
that in 2D as shown by the increased activity in Theta in case of 2D, the learning 
effect might have caused the activity in Beta to drop in case of 3D as the participants 
were watching the clips for the second time, that is why we suggest performing the 
same experiment but interchanging the sequence i.e. watching 3D before 2D. All 
these findings do not contradict with the fact that people seem to enjoy 3D more 
especially 3D Passive. 
Some problems were faced during performing the experiments such as 
scheduling experiments with the participants; it is advised that this should be done at 
an earlier stage. We already attended a course about EEG signal analysis; however 
more reading and courses are required because this is a relatively new topic for those 
who don't come from biomedical engineering background and more knowledge is 
required about this branch of engineering. 
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Appendix/ 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Filling this form does not mean that you are selected. You will be contacted 
in case you are shortlisted as a volunteer. 
Participant Personal Information 
Name: 
Contact Number: E-mail: 
Gender: 0Male 0 Female Race: 
Date of Birth: _ (DD)/ _ (MM)/ _ (YY) Age: 
Questionnaire 
1. Have you ever experienced an EEG test before? 
0 Yes 0No 
2. Are you taking any daily medications? 
0 Yes 0No 
3. Do you have any current health problems of any sort (e.g.: diabetes, cancer, bed wetting, Etc.)? 
0 Yes []No 
4. How many hours do you usually sleep? Please tick ONE box only. 
0 less than 6 hours 0 6 to 8 hours 0 more than 10 hours 
5. Do you smoke? 
0 Yes 0No 
6. How many hours per day (approximately) do you spend in front of a computer? Please tick ONE 
box only. 
0 less than 3 hours 0 3 to6hours 0 7 to 10 hours 0 more than 10 hours 
7. Do you wear glasses or contact lenses? 
0 If yes, please state your power: __ _ 0 No 
8. Do you wear braces? 
0 YES 




I 0. Do you have skin allergy? DYES D NO 
10. How many have you watched times 3D movies before? 
II. How many times per week do you see a movie? 
II. Do you play video games? (Not at all, not active player, active player, 
12. Have you played Nintendo DS before? 
If yes, then please name the games that you have played. 
13. Have you played Nintendo 3DS before? 
If yes, then please name the games that you have played. 
14. Have you played Sony Playstation before? 
If yes, then please name the games that you have played. 
15. Have you played 3D game using Sony Playstation 3? 
If yes, then please name the games that you have played. 
16. Have you played any of the following games? 
(i) Top gear 
(ii) Football 
(iii) War craft 
very active player) 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Filling this form does not mean that you are selected. You will be contacted 
in case you are shortlisted as a volunteer. 
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Appendix!! 
Participant Personal Information 
Name: 
Contact Number: 
Gender: QMale 0 Female 
Date of Birth:_ (DD)/ _ (MM)/ _ (YY) 
Answer by Ylyesl or Nino) 
1- Did you feel energized because of 3D? 





2- Do you have a general feeling of discomfort/ exhaustion because of 3D? 
None Slight Moderate Severe 
3- Did you feel better after watching the 3D movie? 
None Slight Moderate Severe 
4- Describe your experience with 3D movies by answering the following: 
a. Do you like them better than 2D 
None Slight Moderate Severe 
b. Will you want to watch 3D movies 
No Maybe Yes Definitely 
c. What were the best scenes that you 





d. Would you encourage a learning technique that involves 3D? 
No Maybe Yes Definitely 
e. Will you prefer 3D movie over 2D movie? 
No Maybe Yes Definitely 
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.A. DM=tople-thy.sn,=9ram :PPG:~ -.viii t;e- ar;J::Iie-d tc- y::t.tr f~efinge--r s~ .• .,;n t-e fixe-d ·.viti" a •lelcr::st:ap 
The "=Xps~imE-!"1t irch.xles the f::ll:.vir-g: 
1- e mirute; l!:j'ts-close-d te:.st . 
.;.- ~- minv1e:; ey"s~:::-pe-r.~ te:-;.t. 
~~ 20 minutes 20 . 
.:... E- min~,;1e-; :ye-cpe-neo test 
~- 2J mir.utes 2C' 
e~ '::minutes :-ye!H:pcneo te-st-
,_ 2'J mi ... 'te-; 3D ~ differe:-r:t tyoe-:' 
RISKS 
Thers e-xGt.s the- pcssibilrty =t ris•: anc: disc:co:fcxt ::caJrrirg dLring tre- te:·st tr.at cculd inch .. OE s•:ir initati:r. 
all€-!"g-y, cr teg!"; in JE!iE5 T::· mirimize these c:cnditicns, y·cu -• ..-ill be frequer.tty a;~:E<i t:y- the: €X.;:9'ime:-rts~ if 
!l:u sre :xperiendng ary :li;ccmf:-rt and yc:.r e:IECtrc-enc:epf-.slogram -. ... ill C-s- dcs:ly rncnft::rE:c. 
PARTICIPATION U·l THE STUDY 
Y::i..J~ ta-dr'9 partir this !ltuoy is S"ttlreti ... -c-l~r'Tt.wy. Y-=-u rray refuse: tc ta 4:E: ;:.:xt ir the ;tud)' c:r y::x~ m.si ;t::::p 
pSI'tidpstior ir"' the: stucry· st snytin1E. -... ttr.cut .s p;r.stty or loss d bef'!f:fits t:: ·.·.-hich y:::u are ctME!'·,yi;e 
e:r.titfeo. 'r'=t.,;r psvtid~aticr sis-;;: msi be-:.tOi:pe::l t:-y the: stUdy dcct:r ::::r E~;:ons.::• ·.·.ith<:ut i:-~.;r ccnsert 
QUESTIONS 
~Name of Re!iearcher> & <No. MMC > 
<Department of> 
.z:School> 
<U SM Health Campus> 
<Contact No. Office>- <Contact No. HP:=-
If yOt.; have any que:;ti:f'.; :-e;s-dir.d tt"_s- Ethics! A~:::v·sl crary issue cr:t:ferr: ~elstea t:: this stL:::::~. ~tEsse: 
ccntsct; 
Puan Mazlita Zainal Abidin 
Secretary of Research Ethics Comnittee (Human I U SM 
Clinical Sciences Research Platform 
USM Health Campus 
TeL flo. ; 09-767 2355! 09-767 2352 
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Email : jepen@kk.usmmy 
COUF DEfH IAL ITY 
Y:ti' irf:•mati:r will t; ·=~ ccl"fi:iertisl t1 th: ;tucr<1 staff arc ,.,·ill net c: mso: ~ch:ly avsilatl; ~nil:;; 
oisdCSl/e is 'f:QUFeO Cy liM 
Csta ±tsire<J fr:m this ;IL::ry that oo:s r:t iog1ti~J :t:<J iMi~i:iuslt1 .viii !r. Jliblist).:d frJ •r::-.·,·1!:~: 
wp::s:; 
81 St~ri~ thf£ CCrtS!:rt frJ!1'. y:u Si.rth:Jize tt).: rea:':! 'f<v·ie;,•,., irf::.vrr.ati::r S!:J~!: Sfl:l 03!9 t•an;fe-
:lescril:€:0 soc~:. 
SIGNATURES 
T: t: :rt&eo intc !111: ;tu::ry, i:ti :r a 1:~1 r:p-est!'!tstiv: must ;~r sro :lata th!: ;igratur: p~: 





Subject Information and Consent Form 
(Signa1ure Page) 
T: beccm~ a ~art th; stud)', y:t.. ~ ;:lJ' legal ~-svs-=rtstiv·~ fl1l..;;t :.t;,ir tri; p3ge: E:.· st;;;ri1"'9 this j:3gE-. I 
arr: o:rlirmir; tr.e f:ll::;-.... ·ir;;r 
• I t"-3•/E ~e:a:::i all ::f the: irf:rmati::!i ir tris Sut:je:l:t lnf.:::~n:ati::r :an::i ::::.:.e:r! 
Fo''1' including any information regarding the risk in this study 3ro I 
~"-s·;e: rs:~ tifT'.e t:: trir·: at:ut it 
• _A,II :f rr/ :;t..e:sti:r; i"'S·iE- teen ar;.\'oe·e::::: t:: m:r satisfscti:r 
• I ·;:IL.rts~ily a-~·ee: t:::: te ;:a~t :f this r-s;earcr ;tuo:.·' t: f::ll::::·.·,' ti"'e: StiJO;~ 
c:-cc.ediJ"es. and t::: ~r:v·ide ne:cessar:~ irf:rmati:r t: tre ::::::ct:··. nu·:es. :· 
::tho:• staff n:eiT~t:er;. as re:::uested 
• I n:a:.· f·s-ely :::h::se t:: st:!= t-eir,g a ;:art :::f this stuoy at a::ytin"~e 
• I 1->a·ie ~e:-eked a c:~:' cf t)-li; Sutjec.t lnfc"n.,sti::r .src :::r:;ent l=::rn" t:: 
~ . .::;: t:~ my:;elf. 
Subject Name: F<int ::r ty•e:• 
Subject I.C i'io :t·ie-v:• 
Signature of Subject C' Le;lal RE!''€SH1ativ: 
Name of lnd ividual 
::cnouC-ti~ C:-t~ser:t CGcus:;ic(1 :Frint ::r T;ice:~ 
Signature of Individual 
C::f"ducting :.::=rt:;a-t CGCl5:;icf1 
f·lame & Signature of Witness 
Subject Initials an o Number 
Date : :lC l.llcl-yy:• 
:_A.:Jd ti'l~ if sq::-licstl::• 
Date : :lC fdH yy\ 




Subject' Subject lnfonnation and Consent Form 
(Signature Page) 
T.::- tsc.crne s cart trii study. ;ct. ,::r y:\J~ ~~~~ repr~I::;€:f'!tatfve must ;iJr tf'!E. P9~- 8:,. .si9rir;; thiE. pa-;,;=. I 
an~ ccrli~n1ir:.; tr~ f.::Ht.'.·>ing: 
• I M.!h'~ ::aa all :f tre irt:~mati:r ir. th.s ~3utje:ct lr;f::rmati:r'1 sr:::! :=::"F:;€:1""! 
Fc·m including any inft>rmation regarding the risk in this study sr::: I 
ha·.;-:: rso tin-:e: t: trir• al:::ut it 
A.IJ cf m:i :::ussti:~; ~""3•/E: l::e:e,., ar;;·,·oe:r:::: tc· n~:.· sstisfs:-ticr 
• I •i:::l~.ortayil'j S~"E:l£: t: b€: ~.:Pt cf tl"'i:; re:;e:a•::.r stv::lj. t::: f::ll::·'l tre: 51:..;:!;; 
;:·:cs::h ... es. arc t: 1=r:::·;ide: nec-s-s;afy irf:::•n,ati:f" t::: the o::ctc·. rl.i~;e:;, _ 
:tl:e:• ;taff m~mt:e:·s. a.; re:ouesteo 
• I n,a:1 f'"E:E:Iy- :.l":::;::;e: t: ;t:t: t:e:ir·~ a t:s•t cf this stu:::r at srJ·tirre: 
• I hS•i€: •ece:i•/s-0 3 CCCJ :f tl"'i5 SLitjECt lr.f:::•n~ati:r 3!"'d ::::r;e:rt .::;.~!1-· t:: 
•:E:~!= f;:• il~i;:lf 
Subject I.C t·;: (l·lewj 
Signature of subject rr L«·gsl R~·sssntstiv: 
l·l...,e of lndi\lidual 
CC\"10uctin~ :::rsiE:rt Clsa..ssk:r ~F~i:i: or Typ::• 
Signature of lndi\lidual 
:::orductirg ::=:-r.s'=r-rt: Ci;a.;;;icr 
N...,e & Signature of Witness 
Subject Initials snd t-lumber 
Subject I.C :·1:. (Old'• 
Date :nl·.lf..\yy• 
: !.,:Jd tin-:~ if a~ plies tie<· 
Date :o:i+H·.\ yy:• 
Date :d:H.IU Yi; 
,t., ~ ~ J_:o~ ::.';:; .. =~~:::; .".- · -:• ;·~ .• ~-·:r'J~: · : • -.:; ;:_ •:. N -': Yf. :-..;. :.>:r·.·~·Eo: :• ·.- r. ;. :::· ~ 
::_, ~-: ;.;--: ::r~ ~·:•"" :· ·; ~:: e:~:::- ,v -I ··:·~ ::.-: • : . .;..: ~.;:~ ·~:- .:-· ~e-::.:··-: ; -·: ,'.'I: :•.: ·:~: :•·:•, ?-: ..v -:· :·.-:- -: ·:··: ;:·: ~ :::·-
:·.;- =t!'v.::.~-:.· :::-,:-: :.::'""''"!il!i'e- -_.''!"!;- ...S~.' 
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• I urds·z.t::o t'"at rrr'! r:~me -,·,'ill r.:t s;:;:::-a· :r t!:: n~sts~isl; ;::ut:lisbsc src 
tr-:s·e ~as t:o:s~ eff:•t; t:: ma 4 :e 5li"S ti->st ti"'e ;:·i·;a::-y- :f rr:.y ram: i; ~:set 
c:::rfiosrtisl slth:L.t;;r t!->e c:r:fidertislity is r-:t =:-:rrq:letsl:.- ;ua~anteec due 
t: urexj:t:Ctc-d c.i·c-t..rrstsrC-E-5 
I l:sv~ ·eao tre: f'!;ste:·isls :· ;;!S!"1t-ral desc-·i!='ticr :f ,..,·t:at tre mst:~isl ccntair; 
ard :-~·:is • .,·t:d all ;:r.::t::~·zq::r:; arc figure; ir ·.•.:hid': I am irduosd trat ct::t..lc t: 
c::,;t:li; f'S;:J. 
• I f"'s•ie t:s:r: offe•ed trs =~t::::~tuniti tc ·es::l tre msru;e-•ij:t and t: sse sll 
rrate~isl; ir ·:.-hie!-< I an-- irclu::led. tut ha·"e ,•,si•/E:C my •i-aht t: c: :.:: 
• . .:::..11 tr~ ;: ... tli;h~±::: '"l-:aterisl; ·,·,·ill t;.e .;r.a•:-::1 am:r;; tr~ m:dical cractiti:re~s. 
:.::isrti;t; ar:::l j:l/1"1Eiist. ···•:-·to ·.·oid:. 
rr~ rr:at~·ial; ,'l·ill als-: be us €:0 ir l:csl cutlic.ati::'"'5. t:::-·: j:ut:lic-ati:r; 3'""'"' 
se-c:;;::: t:y n:.3!"'y !:cal .arc irt:·f"latic-nal d:ct:·; .·<:•ld ·sioe:. 
I re·~::/ a·;pe& sro all::,·.- tr: mats-rial:. t: ts- ~..:.:d ir :::tr:· cut:lic.ati:r: 
•eoL-i:o::::! t:~ :::tre· cL:tli;r:•.; ·,·.-itt: ths-ss- c.::roiti:r;. 
Tl'"'.:: mat€:·ial; ,·,·ill r:t l:e WS'.::O as ac•..-:rti;~.:me-;t j:~rc:se:; r:· a; !=.3:::-·.E·~i!"'; 
n~at::•ial;. 
• Tl-!s- rrate-;isls sill r:t t:~.: u;ec ::vt :f c::rt:x- i.e.· Sarr;::le cict ... re; sill r;:t 
t€: useo ir ar a~tic.le -,•,·nicr i:. vr:r:-lsts-d S'-'tjs-ct t: t~s- 1=ictv·s-
Subject Name :F,int ::r t)';:;;:• Subject Initials:· Number 
Subject I.C No. 
Name and Signature of Individual 
:::r;Oucti~ ::~;s-rt Ci;cu;;icr; 








CoherenceMat = []; 
PhaseLagMat = []; 
Path = 'Yin 1 ; 
NumSessions = 6; 
for i l:NumSessions 
·1·-,_-
[AbsPowerMat(:,:,i),- -] =xlsread([Path,'\20\session • 
sprintf('(td',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'B60:K78'); 
[CoherenceMat(:,:,i), -, -] = xlsread([Path, '\20\session 
sprintf{'%d',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'C366:1536'); 
[PhaseLagMat(:, :,i), -, -] = xlsread([Path, '\20\session 
sprintf('?sd',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'C544:1714'); 
end 
AbsPowr2D = mean(AbsPowerMat, 3); 
Coherence2D = mean(CoherenceMat, 3); 
PhaseLag2D mean(PhaseLagMat, 3); 
for i l:NumSessions 
end 
[AbsPowerMat{:, :,i), "' -) = xlsread([Path, '\3D Active\session 
sprintf('%d',i), • .xlsx'L 1, 'B60:K78'); 
[CoherenceMat{:,:,i), -, -] = xlsread([Path, '\30 Active\session 
sprintf('~>d',i), '.xlsx'L 1, 'C366:L536'); 
[PhaseLagMat {:,:, i), ..... , -] = xlsread( [Path,' \30 Active\session 
sprintf('%d',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'C544:L714'); 
AbsPowr3DActive = mean(AbsPowerMat, 3); 
Coherence3DActive = mean(CoherenceMat, 3); 
PhaseLag3DActive = mean(PhaseLagMat, 3); 
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L' __ , ::: .. _c: i_ '"' 
for i 1:NumSessions 
[AbsPowerMat(:,:,i), ~ ~] = xlsread([Path, '\30 Passive\session ' 
sprintf('~'d',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'B60;K78'); 
[CoherenceMat (:, :, i), -, -] ~ xlsread ([Path, • \3D Passive \session 
sprintf('%d',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'C366:L536'); 
[PhaseLagMat(:, :,i), -, -] ~ x1sread([Path, '\3D Passive\session • 
sprintf('%d',i), '.xlsx'], 1, 'C544:L714'); 
end 
_, ') 
AbsPowr3DPassive mean(AbsPowerMat, 3); 
',_ c 
,=; _. -c -~ ,. '-· 
.. ____ ,--
' :.:-1,'\_ 
Coherence3DPassive mean(CoherenceMat, 3); 








for i ~ 1:19 
for j ~ 1:10 
if (AbsPowr2D(i,j) > O)&&(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) 
(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j)> AbsPowr2D(i,j)) 
> 0) 
AbsDiff3DActive(i,j)~ AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) - AbsPowr2D(i,j); 
Cond0neAPAc~CondOneAPAc+1; 
else 
if (AbsPowr2D(i,j) > O)&&(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) > 0) 
(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j)< AbsPowr2D(i,j)) 






if (AbsPowr2D(i,j) < 0)&&(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) > 0) 
AbsDiff3DActive(i,j)~ AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) 
l\bsPowr2D (i, j); 
CondThreeAPAc~CondThreeAPAc+l; 
else 
if (AbsPowr2D(i,j)> O)&&(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) < 0) 
AbsDiff3DActive(i,j)~ AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) - AbsPowr2D(i,j); 
CondFourAPAc~CondFourAPAc+l; 
else 
if(AbsPowr2D(i,j) < 0)&&(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) < 0) && 
(AbsPowr3DActive(i,j)> AbsPowr2D(i,j)) 
AbsDiff3DActive(i,j)~ AbsPowr3DActive(i,j) - AbsPowr2D(i,j); 
CondFiveAPAc~CondFiveAPAc+l; 
else 


























for i = 1:19 
for j ~ 1:10 
if (AbsPowr2D(i,j) > O)&&(AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j) 
(AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j)> AbsPowr2D(i,j)) 
> 0) 
AbsDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j) - AbsPowr2D(i,j); 
CondOneAPPa~condOneAPPa+1; 
else 




AbsDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j) - AbsPowr2D(i,j); 
CondTwoAPPa~CondTwoAPPa+1; 
else 













if(AbsPowr2D(i,j) < O)&&(AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j) < 0) && 
(AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j)> AbsPowr2D(i,j)) 
AbsDiff3DPassive(i,j)= AbsPowr3DPassive(i,j) - AbsPowr2D(i,j); 
CondFiveAPPa=CondFiveAPPa+l; 
else 


























for i ~ 1:171 
for j ~ 1:10 
·1 ~ i ,'~---: i_: j_ -, ,:::, 










if (Coherence2D(i,j)> 0.3)&&(Coherence3DActive(i,j) < 0) 
CohDiff3DActive(i,j)~ -Coherence2D(i,j); 
CondThreeCohAc~CondThreeCohAc + 1; 
else 









CondFourCohAc~CondFourCohAc + 1; 
save ([Path, '\CohDiff3DActi ve. mat'], 'CohDiff3DActi ve'}; 
TotalCondCohAc CondOneCohAc+CondTwoCohAc+CondThreeCohAc+CondFourCohAc; 
-:; -~ ' 
CohDiff3DActive1 ~ []; 
for i ~ 1:10 
CohDiff3DActive1(:, :,i) ConnectTrans1Dto2D(CohDiff3DActive(:,i)); 
Plot3DChartConnectivity(CohDiff3DActive1(:,:,i), FiguresCounter, i); 
PlotConnectivity(CohDiff3DActive1(:, :,i), FiguresCounter, i); 
end 
FiguresCounter FiguresCounter + 32; 
--' -, --,-






for i ~ 1:171 
for j ~ 1:10 









CondOneCohPa~ CondOneCohPa +1; 
if (Coherence2D(i,j) < O)&&(Coherence3DPassive(i,j) > 0.3) 
CohDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ Coherence3DPassive(i,j); 
CondTwoCohPa~ CondTwoCohPa +1; 
else 
if (Coherence2D(i,j)> 0.3)&&(Coherence3DPassive(i,j) < 0) 
CohDiff3DPassive(i,j)~- Coherence2D(i,j); 
CondThreeCohPa~ CondThreeCohPa +1; 
else 
end 




CondFourCohPa~ CondFourCohPa +1; 




CohDiff3DPassi vel []; 
for i ~ 1:10 
CohDiff3DPassivel(:,:,i) 
ConnectTrans1Dto2D(CohDiff3DPassive(:,i)); 
Plot3DChartConnectivity(CohDiff3DPassivel(:, :,i), FiguresCounter, 
i) ; 









for i ~ 1:171 
for j ~ 1:10 
FiguresCounter + 32; 

































for i ~ 1:10 
PhaseDiff3DActive2(:, :,i) 
ConnectTrans1Dto2D(PhaseDiff3DActive(:,i)); 
Plot3DChartPhaselag( PhaseDiff3DActive2(:,:,i), FiguresCounter, i); 
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for i ~ 1:171 
for j ~ 1:10 
FiguresCounter + 32; 
~' i ' 
if (PhaseLag2D(i,j) > 0.7)&&(PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j) > 0.7) 
PhaseDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ 
PhaseLag2D(i,j); 
CondOnePLPa~ CondOnePLPa +1; 
else 
PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j) 
if (PhaseLag2D(i,j) < -0.7)&&(PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j) > -0.7) 
PhaseDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ PhaseLag2D(i,j); 
CondTwoPLPa~ CondTwoPLPa +1; 
else 
if (PhaseLag2D(i,j)> -0.7)&&(PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j) < -0.7) 
PhaseDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ -PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j); 
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CondThreePLPa~ CondThreePLPa +1; 
else 
:i.f(PhaseLag2D(i,j) < -0.7)&&(PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j) < -0.7) 
PhaseDiff3DPassive(i,j)~ PhaseLag3DPassive(i,j) 
PhaseLag2D(i,j); 










save([Path, '\PhaseDiff3DPassive.mat'], 'PhaseDiff3DPassive'); 
PhaseDiff3DPassive2 ~ []; 
TotalCondPLPa 
CondOnePLPa+CondTwoPLPa+CondThreePLPa+CondFourPLPa+CondFivePLPa; 
for i ~ 1:10 
PhaseDiff3DPassive2(:,:,i) 
ConnectTrans1Dto2D(PhaseDiff3DPassive(:,i)); 
Plot3DChartPhaselag( PhaseDiff3DPassive2(:, :,i), FiguresCounter, i); 
PlotConnectivity( PhaseDiff3DPassive2(:,:,i), FiguresCounter, i); 
end 
FiguresCounter FiguresCounter + 32; 
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FreqBand ={'Delta', 
1', 'Alpha 2', 
'Theta', 'Alpha', 'Beta', 1 High Beta 1 , 'Alpha 
'Beta 1', 'Beta 2', 'Beta 3'}; 
hgsave(figure(l), [Path, '\AbsPoHerDiff3DAcitve.fig']); 
hgsave(figure(2), [Path, '\AbsPowerDi:Ef3DPassive.f.i.g']); 
for i~l:lO 
hgsave(figure(Z+i), [Path, '\Cohernece 
FreqBand{ i}, '.fig']); 
hgsave(figure(l2+i), [Path, '\Cohernece 
FreqBand { i} , ' . fig ' ] ) ; 
hgsave(figure(22+i), [Path, '\Cohernece 





hgsave(figure(33), [Path, '\Cohernece Active bar chart.fig']); 
hgsave(figure(34), [Path, '\Cohernece Active map.fi.g']); 




hgsave(figure(34+i), [Path, '\Cohernece 
FreqBand { i} , ' . fig ' ] ) ; 
hgsave(figure(44+i), [Path, '\Cohernece 
FreqBand { i} , ' . fig ' ] ) ; 
hgsave(figure(54+i), [Path, '\Cohernece 





hgsave(figure(65), [Path, '\Cohernece Passive bar chart. fig']); 






hgsave(figure(66+i), [Path, '\PhaseLag 
FreqBand{i},'. fig']); 
Active map-barchart-', 
hgsave (figure (76+i), [Path,' \PhaseLag 
FreqBand { i} , ' . fig ' ] ) ; 
Active bar chart-', 
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ogsave(figure(97), [Path, '\PhaseLag Active bar chart.fig']); 
ogsave(figure(98), [Path, '\PhaseLag Active map.fig']); 
for i~l:lO 
map-', 
hgsave (figure (98+i), [Path,' \PhaseLag 
~reqBand { i} , ' . fig' ] ) ; 
hgsave(figure(108+i), [Path, '\PhaseLag 
'"reqBand{i}, '.fig']); 
hgsave(figure(ll8+i), [Path, '\PhaseLag 





lgsave(figure(l29), [Path, '\PhaseLag Passive bar chart.fig']); 
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Figure 7: Group A Phase: Frontal- Occipital 
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Figure 9: Group A Phase: Parietal- Occipital 
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